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Abstract: Why do Word Embeddings work?

Word2Vec (W2V, Mikolov et al. (2013)) and GloVe (Pennington et al., 2014)
are popular, fast and efficient word embedding algorithms, performing well
on many natural language tasks. However, theoretical understanding of what
their embeddings learn and why that it useful has been lacking.
We show that semantic relationships are reflected in geometric interactions
between PMI vectors, and encoded in low dimensional word embeddings
under a suitable projection, theoretically explaining why these embeddings
work.

Word2Vec: SkipGram with Negative Sampling

• p(cj|wi) by softmax expensive

• use sigmoid with negative sampling (k)

• Levy and Goldberg (2014)

w>i cj ≈ log
p(wi,cj)

p(wi)p(cj)
− log k (Si,j)

W>C ≈ PMI− log k

The W2V Loss Function

ℓW2V = −
n∑︁
i=1

n∑︁
j=1

#(wi, cj) log σ(w>i cj) +
k#(wi)#(cj)

D log(σ(−w>i cj))

∇wiℓW2V = D
n∑︁
j=1

(︀
p(wi, cj) + kp(wi)p(cj)⏟  ⏞  

d(i)j

)︀(︀
σ(Si,j) − σ(w>i cj)⏟  ⏞  

e(i)j

)︀
cj

= Cdiag(d(i))e(i)

ℓW2V minimised when:
• special case: w>i cj = Si,j (only possible if S low rank)
• general case: error vectors diag(d(i))e(i) orthogonal to rows of C

word embeddings wi are a (non-linear) projection of PMI vectors (pi)*

* rows of the PMI matrix (we drop the "shift" as an artefact)

PMI Vectors

pi =
{︀
log p(cj|wi)

p(cj)

}︀
cj∈ℰ = log p(ℰ |wi)

p(ℰ) (ℰ = dictionary of all words)

Figure: The PMI surface 𝒮 with example PMI vectors of words (red dots)

PMI Vector Interactions

Similarity: similar words induce similar distributions over context words.
Subtraction of PMI vectors finds similarity (e.g. synonyms):

pi − pj = log p(ℰ |wi)
p(ℰ |wj)

= 𝜌i,j

Paraphrases: word sets with similar aggregate semantic meaning, e.g. {man,
royal} ≈ king. Addition of PMI vectors finds paraphrases:

pi + pj = log p(ℰ |wi)
p(ℰ) + log

p(ℰ |wj)
p(ℰ)

= pk + log p(ℰ |wi,wj)
p(ℰ |wk)⏟  ⏞  

ρ{i,j},k

− log p(wi,wj|ℰ)
p(wi|ℰ)p(wj|ℰ)⏟  ⏞  

𝜎i,j

+ log p(wi,wj)
p(wi)p(wj)⏟  ⏞  
τi,j

= pk + 𝜌{i,j},k − 𝜎 i,j + τi,j1

Analogies: word pairs that share a similar semantic difference, e.g. {man,
king} and {woman, queen}. A linear combination of PMI vectors identifies
analogies (subject to similar error terms, Allen and Hospedales (2019)):

pb
∗ − pb ≈ pa

∗ − pa

All interactions linear
=⇒ preserved in word embeddings under (≈) linear projection

Connection to Empirical Observation

2 embedding matrices? PMI matrix not Positive Semi-Definite =⇒ W 6= C

Assuming linear projection, dot product interactions give (A = 1
2(W+ C)):

W, C : w>i cj = Ui S Uj> = Pi,j − Ei,j
W,W : w>i wj = Ui |S|Uj> = Ui(S− (S−|S|))Uj> = Pi,j − Ei,j − 2 Fi,j
A, A : a>i aj = Ui |S| I′′Uj> = Ui(S− (S− |S|2 ))U

j> = Pi,j − Ei,j − Fi,j

Relatedness: nature and strength defined in terms of shared positive word
associations and so common positive PMI terms⇒ common PMI vector
component⇒ common embedding component.
As relatedness increases (similarity in extreme), the interior angle between
PMI vectors (and so embeddings) narrows, justifying cosine similarity.

Relationship between Semantic Relations

PMI

wi wj

PMI
vector
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Figure: Interconnection between semantic relationships: PMI is a base pairwise comparison;
PMI vectors measure relationships with all words; similarity, paraphrase and analogy depend
on PMI vector similarity for words (w∈ℰ) and word sets (𝒲⊆ ℰ).
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